“SPORT FOR ALL” INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION; PROF. ASCANI V. PRESIDENT

On the occasion of the Thirty year of foundation the city of Manama in Bahrain was held the Worldwide Congress of the FISpT (International Federation Sport for All) during which have been renewed the charges of the Directives Bodies let alone draw up the lines for the next four-year period. Isa Mohammad A. Rahim (Bahrain) was confirmed as FISpT President, Osama Ahmed Al Koohji as Secretary General. The new Administrative Secretary is Jamel Slimane (Egypt). Prof. Franco Ascani, was confirmed V. President in representation of the FICTS - Fédération Internationale Cinéma Télévision Sportifs of which he is the President. A further worldwide qualifying assignment in the sport culture panorama through the synergic actions of both the Federation for the promotion of “Sport for All” and of the values of the sport images included in the “Memorandum of Understanding FICTS - FISpT”.

In the framework of the Congress had took part the representatives of 24 Countries of the 5 Continents: Bahrain, Burundi, Cameroon, Cyprus, Egypt, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Greece, Italy, Kuwait, Libya, Malaysia, Morocco, Mauritius, Oman, Poland, Qatar, Romania, Serbia, Sudan, Tunisia, Turkey, Yemen, USA.

There were dealt different topics: the strengthening of the recreational sport and of the wealthy through free activities; the promotion of the sport values, the development of the cultural activities and of the educational sport programmes for the International Federations associated with the stakeholders; the creation of strategic partnership with the affiliated Associations, the IOC, the Olympic Committees, the Companies of the sport field, etc; the search of creative solution in the framework of the communication of the “Sport for All”, the strengthening of the continental structures.

SPORTMOVIESTV.COM: INFORMATION ABOUT TV, CINEMA AND SPORT CULTURE
www.sportmoviestv.com is the website for a complete information of news about sports, television, technological world, about the international events, through the contribution of the foreign correspondents of the 113 Countries joined to FICTS (Fédération Internationale Cinéma Télévision Sportifs – recognized by the IOC) with different thematic areas which contents are always updated with the Information Agency “SM & TV” news.

FICTS, as "Sport Broadcasters International Federation", decided through the Programme "TV SPORT EMOTIONS“ carry out different initiatives that will actively involve the tv sport productions making easier the exchange of audiovisual contents of sport topics and safeguarding its rights.

In the homepage there’s the video of the “Thirty years of FICTS Foundation” with the 14 Festivals that the Federation promotes and organises in 5 Continents and all the information about the “30th World FICTS Challenge – Beijing Worldwide Final of Championship of Cinema and Sport Television”, the main event organized by BODA (Beijing Olympic City Development Association) and FICTS in Beijing (P. R. of China).

The main contents are:

- **FICTS**: Mission, Board of Trustees, Objectives, Activities, etc.
- "World FICTS Challenge": news, videos and images of the 14 Festivals that the Federation promotes and organises in 5 Continents
- **Activities**: “Culture through sport” for sport and tv media operators, for the organisers of the events, networks and newspapers
- **Participants**: the archives with the schedules from the 2100 videos selected in the last ten years
- **Testimonials**: Hall of Fame: the 158 people awarded with the “FICTS Giurlande d’Honneur”
- **News Centre**: free access to the weekly Information Agency
- **Fan Zone**: all the main social networks on which the Federation is present: Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, You Tube, Skype, Google Plus, etc.
- "Sport Movies & Tv": all the past editions of the Festival
- "Trailer": a wide panoramic of 450 videos and “Photogallery” a photographic panoramic with 5200 photos.
- The **Official Catalogue** (112 colour pages) with synopsises, pictures information about the sides events organized by the Federation, etc.
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